






























 

MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 8:  
Vocal & Instrumental Music from East & Central Flores 
Liner note supplement 04/04/2008 
 
Recorded, edited, and annotated by Philip Yampolsky.  70 minutes.  SWF 40424 (1994)   
  
 
These 1993 and 1994 recordings present the virtually unknown, rich and highly diverse singing 
traditions from the eastern regions of Flores, an island east of Bali. Among the wonderful 
traditions included here are polyphonic singing styles strikingly similar to some Balkan music, 
large powerful choruses from Sikka, music for double flute and also gong and drum ensembles. 
(For additional music from this region, see MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 9: Vocal & 
Instrumental Music from Central & West Flores, and MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 16: Music 
from the Southeast: Sumbawa, Sumba, Timor.) 
 
Track List 
 
1. Jalae Men's chorus 
2. Lero Men's chorus 
3. Sora Me's chorus with drums 
4. Gong Bladung Blabat Gongs and drums 
5. Oambele Mixed chorus 
6. Bau Leko (excerpt) Women's duets 
7. Berasi Kremet: Lego Mala Le Gelek (excerpt) Men's duets 
8. Berasi Kremet: Oe Bala (excerpt) Men's duets 
9. Lelu Lia (excerpt) Double-flute solo 
10. Lalu Gokok (excerpt) Women's duets 
11. Belasi (excerpt) [from Sikka regency] Mixed duets 
12. Gore Mixed chorus 
13. Gore: Ana Redu Nedu Men's chorus 
14. Gore: Taku Dhenge De Mixed chorus 
 
Corrections toCD booklet text for Vol. 8:  
 
During the final stages of publication of Volumes 8 and 9 (as well as Volume 7, which was 
published together with these two), project director Philip Yampolsky was off in Kalimantan 
recording the material for later volumes, and communications with Smithsonian Folkways 
became impossible. As a consequence, there are a number of misspellings and stylistic 
irregularities in the published commentary, as well as a few errors and omissions.  
 
For example, the use of italics is non-standard: titles of books, recordings, and pieces of music 
are sometimes italicized and sometimes not; the same is true of instrument names and other 
foreign terms; and the names of population groups (e.g., Ata Krowé) are frequently italicized, 
contrary to standard practice and Yampolsky's preference. Photo captions were omitted, as 
were all diacritical marks, both from European-language words (Bärenreiter, für) and from words 
in Indonesian regional languages. Yampolsky had intended to distinguish among the three 
varieties of e in these languages; also, some Flores personal names (Kloä, Reë) use a dieresis 
that should not have been omitted.  
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In the map (p.2), Lubuhanbajo should be Labuhanbajo; Andonara should be Adonara; and Nebe 
should be omitted.  
 
p.11 : The title of the Toraja album is Indonésie, Toraja: funérailles et fêtes de fécondité.  
 
p.12 (L column) : perdominantly should be predominantly.  
 
p.20 (tracks 1 & 2) : Darius Kloä, Kasianus Kloä.  
 
p.21 (tracks 12 & 14) : Agnes Reë.  
 
p.22 : The photograph on the front cover is by Endo Suanda (not Svanda).  
 
p.23 (Acknowledgments) : Mirjana Lauševic.  
 
Pronunciation guide: The official spelling of Indonesian languages does not use diacritical 
marks. However, for the convenience of English-speaking readers, we may distinguish among 
three varieties of e, using the French system. (An unmarked e is neutral.) Aside from c, which is 
pronounced as ch in church, consonants have more or less their standard English values, and 
vowels more or less their standard values in Spanish or Italian. Since the only ambiguities 
concern the letter e, only words containing e are listed below.  
 
Names of places and population groups: Aésésa, Éndé, Ewa, Florès, Géré, Kéwa Panté, 
Krowé, Mauméré, Nagé, Nusa Tenggara, Rané, Tebuk, Téndatoto, Utétoto, Waigété, Wétakara.  
 
Titles of songs or instrumental pieces: Ana Rédu Nédu, Bau Léko, Be Odong, Berasi Kremet, 
Berasi Niné, Élé Larang, Jalaé, Légo Mala Lé Gelek, Lélu Lia, Léro, Oambélé, Oé Bala, O èng, 
Taku Dhèngé Dé.  
 
Other terms: béit, belasi, berasi, dépun, ékon, gedang, goré, hégong, hépompio, lèpèn, luré 
(pron. lurèng), Mawarané, nodé, o èng, Séka Déndang, solé, teké, tekesé.  
 
Photo captions for volume 8: 
 
Front: Gong waning players (Ds. Hokor, Kec. Bola, Kab. Sikka). 
Back (larger photo): Gong waning players (Dusun Géré). 
Back (smaller photo): Singers (Lamaojan). This is one of the duos heard in tracks 6 and 10.  
 
Updates by Philip Yampolsky (March 2000) 
In describing the Tanjung Bunga style, we say that there are five tones squeezed into a tritone. 
This is true of the female songs we recorded, but in the male songs the ambitus is more like a 
perfect fifth (albeit a narrow one). Moreover, we say that in such a narrow ambitus the 
simultaneous intervals are "always narrow," as though this were a logical necessity. Not so: if 
the two voices sang at the extremes of their range the interval could be a tritone in the women's 
style or a perfect fifth in the men's style—neither of which could be called narrow intervals. What 
is true to say is that the simultaneous intervals, chosen from such a restricted range, are often 
narrow and (in Western terms) dissonant.  
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Additional References (added March 2000) 
 
Heerkens, P[iet]. Lieder der Florinesen: Sammlung 140 Florinesischer Lieder und 162 Texte mit 
Übersetzung aus dem Sprachgebiete der Lionesen, Sikanesen, Ngada's und Maggaraier. 
Trans. (from Dutch into German) by E. D. Kunst, Sr. (Internationales Archiv für Ethnologie, 46, 
Suppl.) Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1953.  
 
Further listening: So far as we know, the only other recording of music from Flores is Music of 
Indonesia: Flores (Celestial Harmonies 13175-2), recorded by Margaret Kartomi in central and 
western Manggarai. It was published after our Flores albums were issued, so we could not 
discuss it in our initial commentary, and we were unable to locate a copy in time to discuss it in 
this second edition either. An excellent album from the Toraja of Southern Sulawesi—Indonésie, 
Toraja: Funérailles et fêtes de fécondité (Le Chant du Monde CNR 274 1004), compiled by 
Dana Rappoport —offers intriguing similarities and contrasts to our Flores albums.  
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